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1. a_______________________________ dress that the movie star wore. 
 
a) silk, long, gorgeous, red 
b) red, long, silk, gorgeous 
c) gorgeous, long, red, silk 
d) long, gorgeous, silk, red 

 
2. a pair of_____________________________ boots that were kept in the stable. 
 
a) smart, brown, leather, riding 
b) brown, smart, riding, leather 
c) leather, brown, smart, riding 
d) riding, smart, brown, leather 

 
3. a_____________________________________ glass which we used for special occasions. 
 
a) tall, Czech, drinking, crystal, rare 
b) rare, tall, Czech, crystal, drinking 
c) drinking, Czech, crystal, rare, tall 
d) Czech, rare, crystal, drinking, tall 

 
4. the _____________________________________ beach we walked along hand-in-hand. 
 
a) wind-swept, sandy, Cornish, vast 
b) Cornish, sandy, vast, wind-swept 
c) vast, wind-swept, sandy, Cornish 
d) Cornish, vast, sandy, wind-swept 

 
5. a __________________________________ scarf knitted by my grandmother. 
 
a) stripy, warm, winter, woollen 
b) winter, woollen, warm, stripy 
c) woollen, winter, stripy, warm 
d) warm, stripy, woollen, winter 

 
     6.  a _____________________________ cake that was in the baker’s window. 

 
a) chocolate, delicious, round, mouth-wateringly 
b) round, mouth-wateringly, delicious, chocolate 
c) mouth-wateringly delicious, round, chocolate 
d) mouth-wateringly, chocolate, delicious, round 
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ANSWERS: 
 
 

1. a_______________________________ dress that the movie star wore. 
 

a) silk, long, gorgeous, red 
b) red, long, silk, gorgeous 
c) gorgeous, long, red, silk 
d) long, gorgeous, silk, red 
 

a. Correct adjective order is opinion, length, colour, material.  Try again! 
b. Correct adjective order is opinion, length, colour, material.  Try again! 
c. This is the correct answer.  Well done! 
d. Correct adjective order is opinion, length, colour, material.  Try again! 

 
      2.  a pair of_____________________________ boots that were kept in the stable. 
 
       a) smart, brown, leather, riding 
         b) brown, smart, riding, leather 
       c) leather, brown, smart, riding 
       d) riding, smart, brown, leather 

 
a. This is the correct answer.  Well done! 
b. Correct adjective order is opinion, colour, material, purpose.  Try again! 
c. Correct adjective order is opinion, colour, material, purpose.  Try again! 
d. Correct adjective order is opinion, colour, material, purpose.  Try again! 

 
3.  a_____________________________________ glass which we used for special occasions. 
 
       a) tall, Czech, drinking, crystal, rare 
       b) rare, tall, Czech, crystal, drinking 
       c) drinking, Czech, crystal, rare, tall 
       d) Czech, rare, crystal, drinking, tall 

 
a. Correct adjective order is opinion, height, origin, material, purpose.  Try again! 
b. Well done!  This is the correct answer. 
c. Correct adjective order is opinion, height, origin, material, purpose.  Try again! 
d. Correct adjective order is opinion, height, origin, material, purpose.  Try again! 

 
4.  the _____________________________________ beach we walked along hand-in-hand. 
 

a) wind-swept, sandy, Cornish, vast 
b) Cornish, sandy, vast, wind-swept 
c) vast, wind-swept, sandy, Cornish 
d) Cornish, vast, sandy, wind-swept 

 
a. Correct adjective order is opinion, material, origin.  Clue: there could be two adjectives of 

opinion!  Try again! 
b. Correct adjective order is opinion, material, origin.  Clue: there could be two adjectives of 

opinion!  Try again! 
c. Well done!  This is the correct answer. Wind-swept and vast are both adjectives of opinion 

so you could say a wind-swept, vast, sandy Cornish beach or a vast, wind-swept, sandy, 
Cornish beach. 

d. Correct adjective order is opinion, material, origin.  Clue: there could be two adjectives of 
opinion!  Try again! 
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5.  a __________________________________ scarf knitted by my grandmother. 
 

a) stripy, warm, winter, woollen 
b) winter, woollen, warm, stripy 
c) woollen, winter, stripy, warm 
d) warm, stripy, woollen, winter 

 
a. Correct adjective order is opinion, pattern, material, purpose.  Try again! 
b. Correct adjective order is opinion, pattern, material, purpose.  Try again! 
c. Correct adjective order is opinion, pattern, material, purpose.  Try again! 
d. This is the correct answer.  Well done! 

 
     6. a _____________________________ cake that was in the baker’s window. 

 
a) chocolate, delicious, round, mouth-wateringly 
b) round, mouth-wateringly, delicious, chocolate 
c) mouth-wateringly delicious, round, chocolate 
d) mouth-wateringly, chocolate, delicious, round 
 

 
a. There is an adverb here (adverbs are used to describe verbs or, as in this case, adjectives). 

Try again! 
b. There is an adverb here (adverbs are used to describe verbs or, as in this case, adjectives). 

Try again! 
c. This is the correct answer.  Well done! 
d. There is an adverb here (adverbs are used to describe verbs or, as in this case, adjectives). 

Try again! 


